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How we can use new technologies combined to achieve optimal results for our patients

Nanopeptide technology within the mesotherapy reduces and prevents fine lines and wrinkles by actively generating new skin cells, it strengthens elasticity by inducing the synthesis of collagen and elastin and hydrates dry skin helping it maintain its optimum moisture balance - this in turn produces more youthful skin leaving a healthy, rejuvenated face perfect for the introduction of PDO Threads.

Polydioxinone, which is the material the thread is made from has been used in Medicine for almost 30 years ago. Polydioxanone dissolves within the skin after 8 months having first stimulated the production of new collagen within the skin. By using my trademarked injection protocol technique the threads will not only stimulate the production of collagen but will achieve the desired face lift. PDO is a gradual treatment which takes effect over time, for those patients who want instant volumisation of the skin as well as the face lift we can introduce to the procedure a new filler which provides long lasting volumisation of the skin through an ingredient called Hydroxyapatite.

Hydroxyapatite is a naturally occurring mineral form of calcium apatite. Tests in the Department of Human Anatomy at the University of Lecce in Italy have shown that the spherical particles of CaHA with Hyaluronic acid stimulates the production of collagen in the skin and if hydroxyapatite microspheres are settled in hydrogel the are not dispersed as in the case of other products which prevents caking and granuloma in the skin. This filler is the first in the world to produce such long lasting and outstanding results.

The combination of these three treatments means that you will achieve optimal results.
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